
a vine time
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Our grapevine
wreaths make 

ULTRA
WOODSY 
DÉCOR
easier than 1, 2, 3!

Pick up a couple (and the trimmings, 
too!), and you’ll be ready for the
great outdoors in no time.



TAKE A BITE 
We paired on-the-branch apples with mini rosebuds, lavender and assorted greenery for a wreath 
that’s good enough to eat. Insert all stems into your grapevine wreath, beginning with your biggest 
items and securing with hot glue as you work. The trick to our luscious, in-full-bloom look? Fill and 
refill all empty spaces with flora of your choosing. 
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DON’T
FORGET
TO
MOSS
This beautiful woodland 
wonder is a cinch to 
create! Start with one of 
our natural oval wreaths 
and randomly nestle 
bits of reindeer moss in 
and around the vines, 
securing with hot glue. 
For a punch of color, add 
whimsical flocked balls 
and berries. 

TWEET-WORTHY
TOUCH

For a nature-inspired focal point, we tucked 
small speckled eggs (they come in a pack of 6)
into one of our pre-made vine nests. Or if you 
want a look that’s all your own, pick up some 

of our unfinished birch wood eggs—you 
can paint them to match your style! 

�
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ON THE
SUNNY
SIDE
Fill your sunny day wreath
with cheery blossoms, daisies
and tiny white sprigs—
it’s easy wall décor
or a sweet
way to greet
guests. 

JUST SAY IT
Need a little something extra? 
Add a message to your spring 
or summer greeter! We painted 
lowercase chipboard letters in 
a happy hue of pink and then 
applied glitter with découpage 
medium. Then we secured letters 
to wreath with hot glue. 

�

�
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NATURE CALLS
Au natúrel wedding décor doesn’t have to be ho hum! Try incorporating earthy greens and crisp whites for a 
simple yet elegant table setting. The hero of this set-up? A breathtaking chandelier, bedecked with dozens of 
white blooms and sublime hanging vines. For the chandelier how-to, scroll to page 7. 
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FRONT AND CENTER 
No need for a traditional centerpiece when you’ve got greens and blossoms like these. We used the 
same elements as the chandelier to create table décor that gives a natural nod to a table runner. Pair 
faux plants with votives and glass goblets, and your dreamy dinner is served! 
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GIVE A RING
No need to call the experts on this one. These classic 3” 
mini wreaths double as rustic napkin rings! Details like this 
give your big day (or any day) a dash of down home charm. 
When working with woodsy elements, incorporate crisp 
whites and earthy greens to keep things clean and elegant. 

�
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MOVED TO 
TIERS

With the help of a few flowers and some 
wire ribbon, we transformed two grapevine 

wreaths into an Eden-like two-tier chandelier. 
Hanging and attaching: Using floral wire 

to secure, wrap separate strands of wire 
ribbon around each wreath in three places. 

Then bring strands into the middle to
form a three-sided wire ribbon tube for 
hanging. Join tubes to make chandelier 

tiers, as shown.  The fun part: Tuck 
flowers, greens and twinkle lights into 

wreath. Secure with hot glue. 

TWINKLE, TWINKLE
These made-for-the-garden lights are perfect for
outdoor décor—the brown strands blend in with wreaths 
or branches, and the fully enclosed bulbs are nearly 
impossible to break! And our favorite part? These twinkles 
give your garden a fairytale glow. 
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